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Abstract: This study addresses the challenges and barriers associated with the implementation

of circular economy principles in architectural design and construction practices. It highlights

the fragmented knowledge and lack of a unified approach to circular design as a major obstacle

hindering the adoption of circularity. The existing frameworks for assessing circularity, such as the

Material Circularity Indicator (MCI) protocol and the Level(s) assessment protocol, are applied to two

projects with a high degree of deconstruction to understand their applicability in the architectural

design process and identify their limitations. The study emphasises the significance of considering

structural connectivity and circularity strategies during the concept-design stage, advocating for

the incorporation of circularity at various scales beyond the microscale of materials. Furthermore,

it emphasises the need for early implementation of Design for Disassembly (DfD) strategies on

circularity scoring to enable meaningful comparisons of alternative designs using circularity metrics.

The findings reveal the variability of circularity indicators based on the hierarchy of disassembly

and highlights an early-stage design approach to deconstruction strategies to achieve circularity in

architectural design. Overall, this study upscales the significance of a comprehensive and integrated

approach to circularity in architectural design practices.

Keywords: circular architecture; circular concept design; Level(s); circular economy; design for

disassembly; circularity indicator

1. Introduction

1.1. State of the Art and the Importance of Evaluating Circularity from the Concept-Design Stage

In the last few years, circular economy has reached unprecedented popularity among
researchers and scientists. This rush for circularity (Figure 1) has also raised questions on
how the architectural design method can contribute to the effective implementation of
circular economy in the built environment [1].

Fragmentation of knowledge and the lack of a unified circular design approach are
among the obstacles to the acceptance and diffusion of circularity in professional prac-
tices [2]. The reasons can be sought in the fact that the circular economy (CE) is the catalyst
for new ways of conceptualising architecture, such as thinking in terms of multiple life
cycles [3,4], foreshadowing the reality of an alternative economy, promoting a deeper
understanding of construction materials [3,4] and embracing a systemic vision over the use
of resources and their life cycles [5–7]. Systems-oriented thinking has long been discussed
in business literature [8] and design; however, little is known about how such approaches
are adopted in architectural design and construction practice [1]. Charnley et al. noted that
“designers have received little guidance on how these techniques should be implemented efficiently
within an operational and substantially complex design process” [7] (p. 157).
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Figure 1. Count of publications featuring the keywords “circular economy” and “architecture” on

Scopus and Web of Science.

Charef et al. explored the challenges and barriers to the implementation of circular
economy in building design, noting that the early stages of the design process are critical
for establishing the direction and scope of a building project and that a lack of guidance
and support at this stage can limit the adoption of circular design practices [9]. A similar
argument is supported by Çetin et al., who highlighted the need for a more holistic and
integrated approach to circular design and proposed a new framework for it based on
digital data processing [10].

Reaching similar conclusions, Osobajo et al. (2022), after delivering a thorough review
of the state of the art of the circular economy in construction, including the application
of circular principles to building design, concluded that there are limited investigations
covering the impact of the circular economy on the design process in the construction
industry [11].

This limitation is also evident from a literature review conducted on Scopus and Web
of Science using the keywords “circular economy” and “architecture,” where a limited
investigation into the relationship between the design process and circular economy was
confirmed. The results, presented in Figure 2, indicate that there is no specific cluster
related to “design,” suggesting that the most up-to-date literature lacks insight into the
relationship between circular economy principles and the architectural design process.

This indicates a tendency to treat circularity as a matter of sustainability and LCA
rather than a matter of design [12]. The diagram in Figure 3 shows how the literature
clustered in research fields are densely self-connected but present a low direct correlation
with “circular economy” in favour of “life-cycle assessment” and “sustainability”. This
mirrors what was already observed in the larger sample of publications. Design has a
strong correlation with sustainability and a weak one with circular economy, indicating that
circularity is often not addressed from a design process perspective. More importantly, no
strong correlation was captured regarding the role of design and the indicators established
to measure the circularity performance of buildings. This lack of correlation is the stepping-
off point of this study.

The background of this study draws upon several publications, which have played
an influential role in shaping the purpose and direction of our research. A list of these
publications is provided in Table 1 for the readers’ ease. It is important to note that each
publication cited in the References section contributed to the development of our study,
and those highlighted in Table 1 specifically inspired the initial critical reflections on the
research gaps and questions that led to the writing of this paper.
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Figure 2. Cluster analysis of publications from WOS (949) and Scopus (240) featuring the keywords

“circular economy” and “architecture” using VOSviewer.

Table 1. List of the most influential publications for the identification of the literature background of

this study.

Authors Publication Title

Dokter et al. [1]
How circular is current design practice? Investigating perspectives across

industrial design and architecture in the transition towards a circular economy

Hart et al. [2] Barriers and drivers in a circular economy: the case of the built environment

Franconi et al. [3]
Multiple Design Perspectives for the Transition to the Circular Economy

Managing: Design Strategies Between Systems, Designers and Time

Kirchherr et al. [5] Conceptualizing the circular economy: An analysis of 114 definitions

Moreno et al. [6] A Conceptual Framework for Circular Design

Osobajo et al. [11] A systematic review of circular economy research in the construction industry

Zhang et al. [12]
Building Circularity Assessment in the Architecture, Engineering, and

Construction Industry: A New Framework

Benachio et al. [13] Circular economy in the construction industry: A systematic literature review

Walzberg et al. [14]
Do We Need a New Sustainability Assessment Method for the Circular Economy?

A Critical Literature Review
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Figure 3. Cluster analysis of publications with “circular economy” and “architectural design” as

keywords.

Moreover, the literature suggests how the indicators can be used as design tools,
denouncing the lack of appropriate and consistent parameters and making it difficult to
quantify and communicate the benefits of circular design strategies to stakeholders and
clients [13]. As a consequence, researchers have started to put their effort into proposing
new frameworks for circularity [12], recognising the importance of measuring the perfor-
mances of buildings on a quantitative rather than qualitative basis. Nevertheless, these
studies propose advancements in the application of circular design practices in architecture,
introducing frameworks that sometimes add to the sophistication and complexity of the
existing ones, with the disadvantage of creating further confusion for the designers in terms
of practical implementation [1]. For instance, given the economic pressure that circularity
puts on design labour and associated costs, the crucial challenge for designers is measuring
and sharing the overall benefit of circular design practices with the stakeholders involved
in the building process.

On these grounds, this study does not propose a new framework [14] for evaluating
circularity in architecture but operates a critical reflection on the existing circularity princi-
ples and evaluation protocols to develop an understanding of how circularity indicators (CI)
can be “fit-for-purpose” decision-making tools at the concept-design stage. This specific
moment of the design process has, in fact, been neglected in the literature, creating a missed
opportunity to explore the application of existing, and formally coherent, CI at the very
inception of the architectural idea of a building and use circularity and circularity metrics
as a means to shape the architecture of the future from the cradle.
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1.2. Measuring Circularity in Current Standards

1.2.1. The Material Circularity Indicator (MCI) Protocol by the Ellen McArthur Foundation

Governments and international institutions are developing and promoting protocols
for evaluating circularity indicators as part of larger sustainability evaluation systems.
As an advocate for the diffusion of circular economy, the Ellen MacArthur Foundation is
currently leading the advancement in what can be called “circularity assessment”. The
foundation developed a protocol to assess the circularity for products and businesses called
the Material Circularity Indicator (MCI) as part of a larger Circular Indicators Project. The
MCI protocol is a material-based assessment method. The circular performance is expressed
by the main MCI equation [15] in cl.2.1.2.5 as:

MCIp = 1 − LFI × F(X) (1)

When the value of 1 is used, it indicates perfect circularity, meaning that the product’s
mass is entirely composed of recycled or reused materials; LFI is the Linear Flow Index, in-
dicating the percentage of material(s) procured according to a linear system (e.g., harvested
from virgin sources and ending as unrecoverable waste); and F(X) is the Utility Factor. This
last function is a measurement of the efficiency of the product (the word “product” must
be intended in its largest meaning, which includes buildings and any design in general),
which is object of the evaluation, in terms of the lifespan of the product (L) in comparison
with the industry average lifespan of similar products (Lav) and in terms of the intensity of
use of the product (U) compared to the industry average intensity of use of similar products
(Uav). The equation for calculating X is in cl. 2.1.2.4 as:

X =

(

L

Lav

)

×

(

U

Uav

)

(2)

The first part of Equation (2) can be read as a measure of the exploitation of the product
over multiple life cycles. Let the expected lifespan (L) of the designed building be 100 years.
If the average lifespan (Lav) of similar buildings is 50 years, then the ratio L/Lav yields a
value of 2. The last part of the Equation (2) is a measure of the exploitation of the product
on shorter timeframes, perhaps daily, hourly, and so on [15]. Assuming that the designed
building is such that it is used 24 h (U = 24) and that similar buildings are used, on average,
8 h per day (Uav = 8), the ratio U/Uav would return a value of 3. The resulting value of X
would then be 6.

In accordance with cl. 2.1.2.5, the Utility Factor is expressed as:

F(X) =

(

0.9

X

)

(3)

Therefore, for a value of X = 6 the value of F(X) would be 0.15. The higher the Utility
function, the lower the impact of the LFI in the overall MCI scoring.

Furthermore, it is worth highlighting that, for a building with the same utility as the
industry average, since X = 1, the Utility Factor is 0.9. The detailed implications of this on
the MCI scoring can be found in cl. 2.1.2.5 and in Appendix C of the MCI guidelines [15].

The calculation of the MCI is strictly related to the calculation of the LFI, for which a
detailed knowledge of the Bill of Quantities (BoQ) and material flows is required. For the
latter, detailed knowledge of the proportion between recycled, reused, or virgin materials
must be assessed or assumed at modules A1-3 and C1-4 and D [16] in the lifecycle of the
building for realistic results.

1.2.2. The Level(s) Assessment Protocol by the European Commission

The European Commission responded to the need for sustainability metrics to promote
sustainable growth of the construction sector [17] by issuing the Level(s) assessment
protocol [18] aiming at setting a common framework for the assessment of sustainability [19]
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across the stages of a building lifecycle (i.e., conceptual, detailed design, construction, and
as-built or in-use stage). The framework identifies specific performance indicators, looking
at environmental performance as well as health and comfort, life-cycle cost, and potential
future risks associated with the efficient use of energy and resources.

Among those, the performance indicator related to circularity is identified as Level(s)
indicator 2.4: Design for Deconstruction [20]. This indicator is to be regarded as a circularity
indicator, similarly to the MCI. One can identify additional similarities between the Level(s)
framework and another indicator by noting that both require a thorough understanding of
the Bill of Quantities (BoQ) as a necessary step for computing the circularity score. Once
the bill of materials is known, the evaluator is asked to identify the circularity strategies
suggested in cl. L.1.4 and classified in terms of:

1. Ease of disassembly;
2. Ease of reuse;
3. Ease of recycling.

For each item of the BoQ, the evaluator shall determine a circularity coefficient based
on the weight (kg) and cost (EUR) of each building item and the adopted disassembly
strategies. These end-of-life strategies relate to the waste hierarchy set out in the EU Waste
Framework Directive [21] and are expressed in terms of circularity coefficients:

• Direct reuse (circularity coefficient = 1.00);
• Preparing for reuse (circularity coefficient = 0.90);
• Pure stream recycling (circularity coefficient = 0.75);
• Mixed-stream recycling (circularity coefficient = 0.50);
• Material recovery (circularity coefficient = 0.25);
• Energy recovery (circularity coefficient = 0.15);
• Inert or non-hazardous landfill (circularity coefficient = 0.01);
• Hazardous waste disposal (circularity coefficient = 0.00).

As a direct example, in Figure 4 it can be seen how the mass and the cost of each
material entry are classified according to their location within the building and a “Cir-
cularity: best practical outcome” is assigned to the material to determine the circularity
coefficient (from 0 to 1). The mass and the cost of the material entry are scaled by the
applied circularity factor and then the overall circularity score is calculated in terms of
mass and cost. This circularity score is the weighted average of the partial contribution
given by all entries expressed in the form of:

overall circularity score (mass) =
∑

n
k=1(CFk × Mk)

∑
n
k=1 Mk

(4)

overall circularity score (cost) =
∑

n
k=1(CFk × Ck)

∑
n
k=1 Ck

(5)

where CFk is the circularity factor, Mk is the mass, and Ck the cost associated with each
material entry.

Despite the extent of the material flow data and background information required and
to be processed to complete the circularity assessment for compound and multi-material
products, like in the case of a building, the outcome of this process amounts to a single
value of circularity score by mass or by value. It may be argued that to include a circularity
score in standard design outputs requires additional fees and time whose significance
may not be straightforward to communicate to stakeholders who are not directly involved
and knowledgeable on the topic, let alone the clients who often lack awareness and/or
willingness to engage with the circular economy [22]. The underlying principle behind
Level(s) L 2.4 is assessing circularity downstream of the design process. In fact, looking
at the definition of the scoring, no allowance is made to consider whether the materials
employed are sourced from virgin sources or come from recycling or reuse loops already. It
must be noted that other indicators are included in Level(s) with a specific focus on material
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waste management and procurement. The most relevant to this study is Level(s) indicator
2.2: Construction and Demolition waste and materials. This indicator takes into account the
origin of construction materials and sets guidelines and assessment methods for a circular
sourcing and management of construction materials. Indicator L2.2 is independent of L2.4
outlining key thresholds for the fractions of reused, recycled, virgin, and landfill materials
to be respected in order to evaluate the sustainability of the building and offering metrics
to quantify the achieved level of sustainability. However, indicators L2.2 and L2.4 can
be related in terms of the general waste strategy adopted for the design of the building.
Therefore, we can highlight how the main difference between the MCI scoring and the L2.4
scoring is that the latter may be read in conjunction with the L2.2 indicator in order to be
more comprehensive of the effective circularity of the building or “product” assessed. On
the other hand, indicator L2.4 allows circularity factors to be input to each material entry,
providing a simplified and faster approach than the one outlined in MCI, which entails a
detailed knowledge of material flows in order to calculate the LFI [23].

 ffi
 ffi
 ffi
 ffi
 ffi

ffi

overall circularity score (mass) = (𝐶𝐹 × 𝑀 )∑ 𝑀
overall circularity score (cost) = (𝐶𝐹 × 𝐶 )∑ 𝐶  

ffiFigure 4. Abstract from Case Study Macro-objective 2: Resource efficient and circular material life cycles [19]

showing a typical check sheet for the calculation of the circularity indicator LC2.4.

Both of the aforementioned methods to measure circularity—MCI and Level(s) L2.4—
tend to be highly based on the BoQ, and therefore have a strong dependency on the capacity
of the materials to enter a circular flow. The immediate consequence of this is that materials
with high reuse or recycling potential (for instance, timber) may take the lead in terms of
circularity scoring, but in the complex organism of a building, the interfaces between the
different materials and the assembly of parts and elements may have a direct impact on the
circularity regardless of the material adopted.

When reflecting on the complexity of any design and building process, these circu-
lar parameters come with limitations since they focus mainly on the micro-level of the
material [23,24].

Moreover, concepts such as Building as Material Banks (BAMB) and Design for Disas-
sembly (DfD) are driving transformative changes in the realm of building fabric connectivity.
This strategic approach serves as the foundation for facilitating the circular flow of materi-
als, regardless of their specific composition [25]. Connections play a critical role as pivotal
interfaces, meticulously integrating building elements to enable the seamless transfer of
both static and dynamic loads throughout the entire structure. The reversibility of these
connections correlates directly with the building’s inherent capacity to embrace circular-
ity [26–30]. Within the Level(s) framework, the significance of connectivity in achieving
circularity is quantified by the circularity factor (CF), whereas a similar factor is not present
explicitly in MCI. Reversible connections are assigned a CF of 1, accounting for their sub-
stantial contribution to circularity, whereas irreversible connections are designated a CF of
0, underscoring their inherent limitations in achieving circularity.
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Intermediate values of CF represent mixed situations with varying degrees of circular-
ity due to re-manufacturing processes or recycling processes. The circularity factor is, in
reality, determined by broader considerations, of which the system of connections adopted
is just a small part. At page 23 of Levels(s) LC2.4 a reference is made to the BAMB and
DfD [20] although stated as optional design strategies for inclusion in the assessment of
circularity. It can be argued that DfD constitutes the basis for an effective implementation
of circularity [31]; therefore, the scoring system should make allowance to assess the impact
of the application of the three main principles of DfD (structure adaptability, modularity of
elements, physical interchangeability of parts) rather than suggesting optional adoption.
In the MCI method, the varying degree of reversibility of the connections is indirectly
included when the assessor calculates the proportions of reused, recycled, or landfill waste
within the LFI.

Given the inherent nature of the protocols themselves, fully unravelling the contribu-
tion of connectivity may prove challenging. However, there is an opportunity to research
how different disassembly strategies can provide a valuable foundation for informed
decision-making during the concept-design stage, going beyond solely considering mate-
rial selection [23] and recognising the DfD hierarchical principles from the early inception
of the architectural concept.

Accounting for the broader perspective of hierarchical connectivity alongside material
selection constitutes an innovative approach towards circularity and the implementation of
circularity metrics in the design decision process, ensuring that the concept-design stage
encompasses a holistic evaluation in promoting circularity and linking the DfD strategies
with waste hierarchies [1,25–27,29,32–34].

2. Materials and Methods

The contribution is articulated in three main stages: (i) a review of the existing literature
and gaps, (ii) identification of the selection criteria for the case study, and (iii) analysis,
comparison, and interpretation of circularity metrics results against the framing idea of the
contribution and future advances in the field.

For the literature review, an algorithmic correlation strength analysis [35] was em-
ployed to analyse a total of 949 publications from Web of Science and 290 publications
from Scopus to establish the correlation between keywords and gain an overview of how
the literature incorporates the circular economy into architectural design and its multiple
aspects. These publications were sought using “circular economy” and “architectural
design” as keywords and were produced between 2006 and early 2023. The correlation
was deemed significant if the keywords occurred a minimum of five times across the
publications analysed.

A further refinement was carried out by filtering the publications that included the
words “circular economy” and “architectural design” or “construction”. The papers re-
sulting from this narrowing of the search were then analysed using the same algorithmic
tool [35] to investigate correlations.

2.1. Selection and Description of the Case Studies

The case studies were selected using the criteria reported in Table 2.
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Table 2. Criteria of the selection of the case studies.

Criterion Description Rationale 1

A
Extensive implementation of DfD principles

from the concept-design stage
The research focuses on cutting-edge implementation of DfD in
architectural design.

B
Concept design based on circular economy

principles
Circularity is the underlying prerequisite of this research.

C
Design to be detailed for construction and

deconstruction

The construction phase and the design phases immediately prior to
that often provide effective solutions that design alone, be it
concept or detailed, may not provide. This engagement of
contractors and the supply chain contributes to effective solutions
during the construction phase and design phases leading up to it.
Their involvement ensures the practical implementation of circular
design strategies and enhances the overall circularity performance
of the building.

D Similar material choices, preferably timber

To ensure that the buildings had some level of comparability and to
prevent the nature of the material from overshadowing the effect of
the connectivity strategy on the circularity indicator (CI) value,
similar material choices, preferably timber, were considered.
Timber is widely recognised in the literature as a suitable material
for circular applications, making it a preferred choice in this study.

E
Presence of a deconstruction strategy as

project deliverables
To limit the assumptions regarding end-of-life scenarios and avoid
unrealistic, though promising, outcomes of the study

F
Dimensions of the buildings to be

comparable
To reduce the impact of the material masses on the CI evaluation

G Modular design
Modular designs are prone to allowing for circular principle
implementation.

H
Connectivity strategy based on maximising

the complete reversibility of interface
connections

Reversibility is one of the fundamental principles of DfD.

I
Design location and scope to be comparable

(i.e., same country or same region)
To ensure the buildings had similar envelope stratigraphy

J
Reversible connections and structural
strategy comparable but not identical

To test the capabilities of the protocols used to highlight the link
between connectivity and structural strategy and CI and also
function as decision-making tools

1 The rationale behind each criterion used in this study is informed by the authors’ experience in the field of
circular design, as well as the identified gaps in the existing literature and discussions with members of the supply
chain. The criteria were carefully selected to minimise the influence of variables that could introduce disturbances
in the calculation of the circularity indicator (CI). By reducing these variables, the study aims to focus on the main
relationship of interest, which is the connection between the circularity performance and connectivity strategy.
It is important to note that these criteria are not set in stone and will be subject to relaxation in future stages of
the research. As the study progresses and a larger sample size of case studies is considered, the criteria may be
adjusted to accommodate a wider range of design scenarios and contextual factors. This flexibility allows for the
refinement and improvement of the methodology over time, ensuring its applicability to diverse architectural
contexts and expanding the understanding of circularity in building design.

Based on those criteria, this study considers two examples of modular buildings
designed with alternative DfD strategies as a result of two projects on emergency relief
dwellings funded by the Italian region of Veneto in 2019 and 2021. The relevance of those
projects to this contribution is strengthened by the fact that both rely on structural timber
as the main material for the structure and the envelope, thus reducing the dependency
of the circularity scoring on the material itself: Comparing two buildings with the same
assortment of materials heightens the influence of the connectivity strategy on the overall
circularity scoring and mitigates the variable of the nature of the material from the equations.
Details on the case studies are given in the following sections.
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2.1.1. Case Study A (CSA)

Name of the project

Study of innovative temporary wooden housing units for the shelter and accommodation of elderly
people in case of functional redevelopment of buildings used as retirement homes.
Design completion

2019
Sector

Healthcare and Assistance
Purpose

The fundamental criterion of the project was the exploration of the reusability of the
module and maximisation of the reversibility of the structural connections adopted. On an
operative and detailed level this project also employed consultations with key contractors
in the timber construction industry to identify suitable connectivity strategies. The rationale
behind it was to find innovation in the alternative use of existing methods of joinery in an
innovative way and maximise one of the four criteria of the circular economy: “reuse” [36].

Collaborators

Università Iuav di Venezia, Italy; University of Kent, UK; Bozza S.r.l., Italy; GreenTech Italy,
Italy; Consorzio Progetto Legno Veneto, Italy
Key Circular Aspects

The key design aspects were modularity, flexibility, and adaptability of the emergency
units to different sites, layouts, and conditions. The structural design was carried out
in accordance with the criteria of spatial adaptability, structure modularity, and physical
interchangeability, better known as DfD [28,37,38].
Structural Detailing/Design Approach

The project was characterised by a strong focus on buildability, and it was undertaken
in accordance with the Italian technical standards for construction (D.M. 17 January 2018),
considering the installation of the module on the entire territory of the region of Veneto
at altitudes not above 1600 m a.s.l. The structural detailing was carried out according
to the aforementioned standards and other national non-contradictory complementary
instructions (NCCI) CNR-DT 206/2007 issued by the Italian national council for research
(CNR) and finite element simulations.

The modular unit constitutes of solid wood panels in CLT and framed panels for
vertical partitions and floors, respectively. The roofing system is framed with structural
elements in laminated wood and stiffening plates made with OSB panels (Figure 5). The
design team focused on part interchangeability as the main strategy for reuse, thus con-
centrating on the connection interface between the single parts rather than developing
solutions for larger elements or assemblies. The design strategy of the connections is such
that it enables the building to undergo several cycles of assembly and disassembly over a
lifespan of 50 years or more.

Typically, the modular unit is designed to be mounted and dismounted at least five
times over a period of 50 years to maximise its use as a temporary dwelling. Upon
inspection, after the 50-year time frame, further use for the module or its parts is also made
possible by the reversibility of most connections. These are, in fact, based on the use of
metal inserts (metal dowels with internal and external threads) bonded externally to the
timber elements by friction (screwed), to which threaded rods are internally fixed to allow
the transfer of the forces to steel plates bolted in turn to other threaded bars connected to
adjacent timber or steel elements, as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 5. Typical longitudinal cross-section of the modular unit (a) and envelope stratigraphies (b) for

case study A. Drawn by Francesca Camerin; translated by the authors.
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Figure 6. Typical hybrid steel/timber connection mediated by the use of inserts and threaded bars.

This system ensures full reversibility of the connection over multiple life cycles and according to the

disassembly sequence (a–c). Drawn by the authors.

The designers and contractors took into account the reduction of the number of
connections, minimising the interfaces and reducing the workings of the wooden elements
as the main key performance indicators. In fact, most of the connections were developed
using the technology of metal inserts and threaded soldier bolts that is nowadays common
in the joinery of furniture but not so common in the structural timber industry. The main
advantage of this technology stands in the complete reversibility of the connection and
non-destructive deconstruction of the structure. The transmission of the loads is mediated
by elements such as metal flanges, threaded soldier bars, and nuts, manageable as common
bolted steel connections (see Figure 6).

The project also highlighted how structural reversibility determines the complete
circularity of the product, and, from a practical point of view, the reversibility of the
wooden connections can be effectively implemented through the design of hybrid steel–
wood joints. This strategy has a direct impact on the extension of the service life of the
wooden parts and allows the utility of the material to be maximised, minimising the loss
of material at each assembly/disassembly stage, which would generate unusable waste.
This way, the design allows for structural reconfiguration and repurposing as well as part
interchangeability, in accordance with the principle of “building as a bank of material”. The
load-transfer flanges are kept in a simple and regular shape in order to be made readily
available for reuse or to be recycled. The inserts are irreversibly bonded to the timber
parts, meaning that separating them from timber would cause irreversible damage of the
surrounding volume of material, which would need preparation for reuse. Where the use
of inserts was not possible due to lack of space, screwed or stapled/nailed connections
were used. This is particularly evident at the heel of the roof truss element between the
principal rafters and the bottom chord and between the OSB panels and the timber frame
system of the roof and the floor elements. Everywhere else, reversible hybrid connections
were used [38]. The foundations of the building were carefully designed to adhere to the
principles of reversibility (Design for Disassembly, DfD) and minimum soil occupancy. This
was achieved by incorporating prefabricated concrete plinths into the foundation system.
These plinths were specifically designed to allow for their reuse in future life cycles without
the need for repair or modification. By implementing such reversible foundation elements,
the building not only promotes circularity but also minimises the disturbance to the soil
and reduces the environmental impact associated with traditional foundation construction
methods (for the homogeneity of the material, the absence of irreversible connections,
and intrinsic durability, the foundations were excluded by the BoQ and calculation of the
CI since their contribution did not offer significant insight into highlighting the impact
of connectivity on the CI calculation. Moreover, the foundation systems of the two case
studies are identical and based on exactly the same principles, so there is no substantial
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comparison that can be done on this matter). Strategically, this design was developed with
a focus on the interchangeability of parts, elements, and assemblies and a lesser focus on
the separability of raw materials at the end-of-life stage.

A LCA assessment on the modular unit by Palumbo et al. [37] showed how the exten-
sive application of reversibility in this design resulted in 89% of the materials being reused
or reusable at end-of-life without undergoing transformations. However, deterioration of
the material mechanical properties and reworkings due to some irreversible connections
amounted to a 4% waste production (due to nails, staples, and screws), and 7% being trans-
formed into alternative forms and made available for other production cycles. Overall, 96%
of the material was reported as not destined for landfill, reducing the impact of disposal at
end-of-life [37].

2.1.2. Case Study B (CSB)

Name of the project

High Efficiency Emergency Living Prototypes Veneto (H.E.L.P. Veneto)—Sustainable adaptive
residences for temporary living in environmental emergencies.
Design completion

2021
Sector

Residential for disaster relief
Purpose

The H.E.L.P. modular unit can be seen in Figure 7. Designed as a modular emergency
dwelling for temporary residential use, it allows for flexibility and adaptability of the
interior spaces according to the needs of the occupants. The module also features an
envelope that can be adapted in accordance with thermo-hygrometric needs at the altitude
of construction. The adaptability of the envelope can be actioned by substituting the
external layers with other layers of appropriate performance.
Collaborators

Università Iuav di Venezia, Italy; University of Padua, Italy; University of Udine, Italy.
Key Circular Aspects

The key strategy behind both features of spatial and performance flexibility is an extensive
implementation of the DfD principles [28] at the different scales of parts, elements, and
assemblies. In detail, the modular units of H.E.L.P. were designed to privilege the physical
interchangeability of the structural elements, ensuring their easy disassembly, even for
repeated life cycles, using hybrid wood–steel connections [26,27,29,38,39] with a high
degree of disassembly.
Structural Detailing/Design Approach

The assemblies, i.e., walls, roofs, etc., are connected by means of pressure joints or
clamped joints for increased reconfigurability of the structure and of the modular unit itself.
These are made of standardised timber frame panels with insulated cavity bundles to form
the back wall upon which the insulated timber envelope can be clipped by means of clasps
and undercut anchors. Connections between the large assemblies of the modular unit are
made by compression joints with pre-tensioned threaded bars to ensure tightness at the
interface.
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Figure 7. Section showing a typical construction section of the modular unit H.E.L.P. Veneto. drawing

by Francesco Pozzobon; translation by Francesco Incelli.

By doing so, the design team engineered a modular unit (or assembly) that can be
broken down into further modular elements (structural systems) and parts that are easy
to transport, assemble, and deconstruct. Internally, each element type can be connected
using common joinery, including nails, staples, or screws: This is the case for the panels
forming the walls, roof, and floor systems, where the studs and joists and the OSB panels
(parts) are nailed and stapled together for ease of construction. However, the mutual
connection between the systems is reversible (inserts/soldiers or post-tensioned contact
joint). The foundations are based on the exact same principles as CSA and differ slightly
in terms of dimensions (similarly to CSA, the foundations of CSB were not included in
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the assessment. For their homogeneity of material, the absence of irreversible connections
and intrinsic durability, the foundations have been excluded by the BoQ and calculation
of CI since their contribution did not offer significant insight in highlighting the impact
of connectivity on the CI calculation. Moreover, the foundation system of the two case
studies are identical and based on exactly the same principles so there is no substantial
comparison that can be done on this matter). The identification of valid and shared
solutions not only by the designers but also by the whole construction supply chain
generated an opportunity for the involvement of relevant stakeholders within the design
process. Decision-makers and approval authorities on the matter of emergency (Veneto
region and Italian Civil Defence officers) were consulted and asked to judge and discuss
solutions with the designers and other stakeholders from the timber supply chain, interior
designers, transportation providers, and suppliers of domestic equipment to support the
production and construction of the H.E.L.P. module and tackle criticalities in advance. The
involvement of stakeholders in the design process led to implementation of the suggestions
by Mulhall et al. for a building with a positive impact [40]. Some of the H.E.L.P. structural
connectivity solutions were also based on the use of hybrid steel-to-timber connections
developed during previous projects (see CSA) through collaboration with stakeholders
belonging to the timber construction and emergency supply chain in the Italian region of
Veneto [39]. Similarly to CSA, CSB implements DfD principles at the assembly and system
levels, meaning that the main design effort was put into devising reversible solutions at
these scales of the building fabric by applying hybrid connections with a high level of
disassembly between assemblies and systems only, resorting to the use of common methods
for joining the parts and the materials together. In fact, one can notice, for instance, in the
floor system, that the latter is detailed (Figure 7) as a standard timber frame floor system,
with an exception made for the pressure joint at the ends of it, which is used to connect
the floor to the wall element (in this paper, the word “element” is used as a synonym of
“system” in accordance with the terminology used in Level(s)).

2.2. Methodology and Assumptions for the Comparative Evaluation of Circularity

The methodology followed for this study is articulated in several phases. In the first
phase, the construction detailing and the deconstruction scenarios for both cases A and B
are analysed in order to identify the following:

• Type and location of the connections used;
• Accessibility of the connections.

This analysis is to identify the actual reversibility of the building and the expected
damage arising from the operations of deconstruction. Furthermore, through the construc-
tion details and the deconstruction scenarios, decided at the design stage, the authors can
define the disassembly hierarchies. In fact, for each case study the circularity assessment is
performed on a functional unit. With “functional unit,” the authors intend to identify the
minimum number of assemblies required to install a fully operational emergency module.

For CSA and CSB, the functional unit corresponds to the number of assemblies related
to one room, which are 26 m2 and 34 m2, respectively, and bathrooms. A layout with
bundled arrangements of multiple functional units will not be considered inasmuch as the
modularity of the buildings ensures that any evaluation, in the terms of this study, is not
influenced by the number of modules considered, but it can be scaled down or up to the
single functional unit, given that the circularity indicator is expressed as a percentage of
the total mass and cost of the building.

In the second phase, detailed BOQs are calculated for both CSA and B functional
units and the quantities are sorted and classified by belonging to a certain material (i.e.,
timber, steel etc.), part (i.e., beam, columns, or panel items), element (i.e., wall, floor, roof
systems), or assembly in order to sort the information at the different levels of the hierarchy
of disassembly. The assembly can be a large portion of the functional units made by the
integral connection of elements or it can be the entire functional unit. At each disassembly
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level, the authors determined the expected entity of irreversible damage based on the type
of connections used as well as the required deconstruction scenario.

In the third phase, a circularity indicator is calculated for each hierarchy level (i.e., ma-
terial, parts, elements, assemblies) using the standardised protocols (MCI and Level(s)2.4).
A separate set of results is produced for CSA and CSB and each set presents four circularity
scores, as many as the hierarchy levels considered.

Because the identification of material flows is strictly bound to the knowledge of the
site-specific procurement of materials, waste management, the reuse and recycling supply
chain, and stakeholders’ engagement, assumptions are made to mitigate the effect of those
variables on the circularity scoring. These assumptions are different for the MCI and Levels
protocols as a consequence of the differences discussed in Sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2.

With regards to the MCI, a detailed calculation of the LFI is undertaken, entailing cal-
culations of the circularity at the procurement (upstream) and deconstruction (downstream)
stages. The assumptions made on the procurement of materials and virgin feedstock are
based on the 50:50 principle outlined in the MCI guidelines [15] considering, in the lack of
better information, 50% of the materials sourced from virgin feedstock and 50% sourced
from recycled or reused materials. In the end-of-life scenario, set to happen 50 years after
the first construction, it is assumed that the efficiency of recycling in 50 years’ time will
improve compared to the efficiency of recycling to produce feedstock at the present time;
hence, the recycling efficiency is set to 0.5 at the procurement stage and 0.7 at the end-of-life
stage.

With regards to Level(s)2.4, the identification of the circularity factor is carried out
in accordance with the hierarchy of waste [41] and on evaluation of the circularity best
practice, as suggested by the protocol itself [20]. The effect produced by each connection
type adopted in this study is summarised in Table 3. The table relates the type of bond
imparted to the connected interfaces and the resulting reversibility expressed in terms of
the circularity coefficient (used in Level(s)) and the fraction of material reuse (used in MCI).

Table 3. Connection types and effect on the connected materials, parts, and systems.

Type of Connection Waste Hierarchy in Level(s)
Fraction of Material

Reuse (MCI)

Chemical or mechanical bond
Hazardous waste disposal (circularity coefficient = 0.00)

Inert or non-hazardous landfill (circularity coefficient = 0.01)
Energy recovery (circularity coefficient = 0.15)

0.00
0.01
0.15

Nails
Pure stream recycling (circularity coefficient = 0.75)
Mixed-stream recycling (circularity coefficient = 0.5)

0.75
0.5

Staples Preparing for reuse (circularity coefficient = 0.90) 0.90

Screws Preparing for reuse (circularity coefficient = 0.90) 0.90

Bolts Direct reuse (circularity coefficient = 1.00) 1.00

Inserts Direct reuse (circularity coefficient = 1.00) 1.00

Clasps Direct reuse (circularity coefficient = 1.00) 1.00

Pressure joint Direct reuse (circularity coefficient = 1.00) 1.00

For both protocols, only one life cycle (50 years) is taken into account, assuming that
the proportion between reuse, recycle, and landfill stays steady at each life cycle. In the
absence of detailed calculation about deterioration or decay [42] of some material, a 40:30:30
approach is used: 40% of the material is recycled, 30% is reused, and 30% is landfilled
or decayed. This approach aims to set a conservative assumption on the efficiency of
reuse and recycling of materials with no environmental performance declarations (EPDs)
and literature available. The required material to restore any loss due to damage is not
included in the BoQ of the current life cycle because it would be pertinent to the BoQ of
the subsequent one. Since the MCI protocol requires a quantitative definition of the utility
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function of the object of the assessment, other assumptions have been made on the utility
and lifespan ratios [15] (p.29) at each hierarchy of disassembly at the end-of-life stage. For
materials (parts, elements, and assemblies) that are separated and intended to be reused as
feedstock, a utility value of 1 was assigned (U = 1). Additionally, a lifespan value (L) is
considered, which aligns with the average lifespan of similar materials in the industry. In
the case of explicit reuse, the lifespan (L) is increased against the average for similar products
in order to account for an end-of life-scenario where the parts, elements, or assemblies, and
more rarely materials, are fed into a new life cycle. It was deemed reasonable that a lifespan
increase of 25% to 50% above the average should be applied to reused elements [43,44]. As
an example, let us consider a rafter equipped with hybrid reversible connections. If at the
end-of-life the decision is to feed it into a recycling loop, then its utilisation is the same as a
rafter featuring irreversible connections. On the contrary, if the design and disassembly
strategies are such that the rafter is destined to be reused, then the utilisation is at least
twice as much a rafter dismissed at the end-of-life stage. Regarding the lifespan, it is not
straightforward to predict how weathering is going to affect the properties of the reused
element; therefore, it is conservatively assumed that for all elements within the thermal
and water line a factor of 1.5 is applied to the actual lifespan, whereas a factor of 1.25 is
applied to the lifespan of elements outside the water and thermal line to allow for decay of
the material due to weathering, thermal stresses, or damage from moisture [45,46].

2.3. Evaluation of Circularity Based on the Structural Connectivity and Disassembly Hierarchy

Clarifications should be made for the methodology applied in the third phase de-
scribed in Section 2.3. At this stage, the focus is on determining the impact of the connectiv-
ity strategy and the variation of the circularity indicator at each level of the disassembly
hierarchy. For each item at each hierarchy level, the connections with the surrounding
objects are listed and categorised in terms or reversibility and associated waste hierarchy
(see Table 3). The procedure adopted starts with identifying the assemblies and categoris-
ing each element contained into the assembly itself. In the following steps, the process is
repeated through a breakdown of the assembly into elements and identification of the parts
included in each one. This process of surgery ends with the breakdown of the parts into
their constituent materials.

Preliminarily, a calculation of the percentage of reused mass is assessed as a benchmark
to compare with the results obtained through MCI and Level(s). This calculation is to
quantify the reused mass over the total mass of the item considered for each hierarchy
according to Equation (6):

%reuse =
M0−MRc−ML f

M0
(6)

where M0 is the total mass before any workings are operated on the item, MRc is the recycled
mass of the item at the end-of-life stage, and MLf is the mass that is landfilled or irreversibly
damaged. Let M be the mass of a virgin CLT panel. When screws are used on it to operate
any kind of connection, a volume of timber correspondent to the volume of the screw is
transformed into irreversible waste, generating MLf, whereas the mass of the screws, which
can be entirely recycled, contributes to the value of MRc. The total mass of the system CLT
panel/screws is therefore M0, and Equation (6) can be used to calculate the %reuse. This
method is a quick and approximate procedure scalable to the relevant hierarchy.

A schematic representation of the disassembly hierarchy is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Diagram of the disassembly hierarchy (a) and scoring (b) proposed for this study and based

on the disassembly hierarchy outlined in Level(s) LC2.4.

In this study, four types of circularity scores are returned. They correspond to the four
levels of hierarchy described earlier and shown in Figure 8a. The validity of this approach
is entangled with the knowledge of the end-of-life scenarios associated with each level and
the end-of-life target defined as part of the design goals established at the concept stage.
Figure 8b shows how the circularity scoring follows the hierarchy of disassembly in an
attempt to take into account the reuse target established at the concept-design stage: If
the target is reuse of materials, then the relevant score to be considered is the MCS; if the
target is reuse of elements, then the ECS overtakes it, and so on. In the methodology adopted,
the scoring is calculated at all levels with no priority of one target of reuse on the grounds
of outlining a flexible and adaptable approach that is not bound to a specific end-of-life
scenario.

The following circularity scoring are calculated:

1. Assembly-level Circularity Score (ACS): measuring the circularity associated with the
end-of-life strategy of the assembly;

2. Elements-level Circularity Score (ECS): measuring the circularity associated with the
end-of-life strategy of each element or system;

3. Parts-level Circularity Score (PCS): measuring the circularity associated with the
end-of-life strategy of each part;

4. Materials-level Circularity Score (MCS): measuring the circularity associated with the
procurement and end-of-life strategy of each material.

3. Results

3.1. Analysis of the Construction Details

3.1.1. Case Study A (CSA)

The 26 m2 modular housing unit of CSA was achieved by joining five main sub-
assemblies: two half c-shaped shells comprising the floor and wall systems and two single-
pitched modules arranged to form a double-pitched roof for the main rooms. An additional
flat roof system was provided for the lavatories housed in a w-shaped prefabricated shell
sub-assembly. It is possible to discretise the analysis of the assemblies by identifying eight
different elements corresponding to five different wall systems, two roof systems, and a
single floor system, visible in Figure 9a.
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Figure 9. Identification of standardised elements in CSA for the purpose of this study (a) and location

of the critical connection points between vertical and horizontal closures (b). Drawn by the authors.

The CLT wall elements were designed with traditional nails and screws to bond the
layers and the façade was similarly fixed to the backwall by means of screwed connections.
Moreover, staples were employed to fix the OSB panels to the timber frame, as can be
noticed in the floor system and the pitched roof element. However, the frame of the latter
features screwed connections at the heel and hybrid steel connections with soldier threaded
bars and inserts at the apex and bottom chord, where the posts meet with the ridge beam
and the tee beam. Fully reversible connectivity was ensured at the interface between each
system, meaning that wall-to wall, wall-to-roof (Figure 10c), and wall-to-floor (Figure 10b)
connection was devised though the use of inserts and soldier threaded bars. This strategy
can be also seen within the same floor element, where the main joists are connected to the
edge beam reversibly (Figure 10a).

The continuity of the envelope was achieved with pressure joints and lip gaskets
in labyrinth joints. The internal finishes, primarily made of plasterboards and linoleum
coating, were irreversibly bonded to each other and to the internal OSB panels and were
prefabricated with each sub-assembly. The bathroom units were designed to be completely
prefabricated and reused, but they were not included in the assessment of circularity in
this study.

3.1.2. Case Study B (CSB)

The modular unit of CSB consists of eight types of elements with different openings, as
shown in Figure 11c, arranged in a collection of 11 to form a 33 m2 housing unit over raised
foundations (Figure 11d). Elements were mutually connected through fully reversible
post-tensioned contact joints (Figure 11a) and the façade was clamped to the resulting
timber frame structure by mean of clasps (Figure 11b), also providing a fully reversible
connection. The post tensioning ensures airtightness, and it is operated through threaded
bars and metal inserts anchoring the bars to the timber studs or beams positioned at the
interfaces between elements. Analysing the detail to the scale of parts and materials, the
connectivity strategy is based mainly on screws, nails, and staples and on chemical bonding
for some internal finishes, breather membranes, and EPDM. To simplify the assessment,
the façade cladding was included in the calculation of the back wall supporting it instead
of being considered as another element.
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Figure 10. Example of the use of the hybrid steel–timber connection system based on inserts and

soldiers within the main joists of the floor element (a), between the floor system and wall parts (b),

and between the wall-to-roof connection (c). Drawn by the authors.

 

Figure 11. Construction details and disassembly drawing for CSB, showing the strategy behind

the reversible connections (a,b), the combination of the elements (c), and a full cross-section of the

modular unit (d).

The device of the pressure joint between elements allows for the preservation of
the integrity of the membrane layers (air, vapour, and waterproofing membranes) after
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repeated cycles of disassembly. For the same reason, most of the finishes were prefabricated
on the supporting structures. The shape of the joints, mainly based on overlay or labyrinth
arrangements [45], requires additional workings if the geometry of the connection needs
any change for alternative use other than the intended one.

3.2. Preliminary Estimate of the Percentage of Reused Mass

3.2.1. Case Study A (CSA)

Alongside the production of a detailed BOQ, a preliminary assessment of the percent-
age of reused material was conducted. The results are reported by element number and
hierarchy of disassembly. The score in each column represents the percentage of the reused
mass if, at the end-of-life, the target were to revert the building to the relevant disassembly
level. To clarify the reading of the results, let us focus on the first column, “Wall Type 1
(Mass)”, in Figure 12. If the decision at the end-of-life stage were to revert the building to
its constituent materials, the percentage of reuse would be 87%, meaning that one would
experience a loss of 13% of material destined either for recycling or landfill. On the other
hand, if the end-of-life scenario is such that the reuse of the very elements is the target, then
no loss of material would be experienced, yielding a percentage of reuse of 100%, which is
the same as if the assembly were reused untouched. This scoring is in fact calculated as a
ratio between the reused mass over the total mass employed. From Figure 12, the reader
can see how the reused mass ranged from 65% to 92% at the material reuse level, from 84%
to 97% at the parts level, and 100% at the elements or assembly reuse level.

 

ff

Figure 12. Results of % of reused mass for CSA ordered by elements for each hierarchy of disassembly.

Further insight into the aforementioned can be seen by looking at rows 199, 200, 201,
and 202 in Figure 13. Here three items are visible: an epoxy-resin finish chemically bonded
to a wood-fibre panel on a substrate of an OSB panel.

These items belong to one bundle, called P1 (part 1). Separating the epoxy resin from
the OSB panels and the wood-fibre panel (material reuse target) means, by virtue of the
chemical bond, complete destruction of the three bonded layers (% of reuse 0), whereas,
if it were kept in a bundle (part reuse target) and reused as such, the damage produced
would amount just to the removal of the nails, yielding a percentage of reuse of 97.67% of
the mass.
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Figure 13. Extract of the BOQ of the floor element for CSA showing how the reuse target has an

impact on the circularity indicator.

The spider web graph in Figure 14 offers a synoptical view of the performance of each
element across the disassembly hierarchy. From a decision-making point of view, these
results could inform the end-of-life strategy of the building, pinpointing the elements with
the lowest circularity or the disassembly hierarchy level that requires improvement.

 

Figure 14. Overall performance by % of reused mass for CSA.

Roof Type 2 is the best overall performing element (largest area) across the hierarchies
and Floor Type 1 the worst (Figure 14).

3.2.2. Case Study B (CSB)

Reused mass ranged from 66% to 91% at the materials level and from 89% to 96% at
the parts level, as shown in Figure 15. At the elements and assemblies levels, the reused
mass was 100% as a result of the complete reversibility designed at those hierarchies.
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Figure 15. Percentage of reused mass by disassembly hierarchies for CSB.

The results highlight for all elements a trend in having a performance that is increas-
ingly lower if the reuse target moves toward the materials level.

Element Roof Type 2 was the best-performing one overall, with a score of 89% in terms
of reuse of material, whereas element Wall Type 5 scored best in the reuse of parts, with
a score of 96%. Roof Type 2 was the best performing overall and Floor Type 1 the worst
(Figure 16).

 

Figure 16. Overall performance by % of reused mass for CSB.

The results of the percentage of reused mass are not to be interpreted as a metric for
circularity, although their consideration complements the results in the following section
and creates ground for a more comprehensive understanding of the relationship between
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the reused mass and the circularity indicator. Figure 17 shows how the same sheer variance
between the reused mass at the materials and parts levels was noticed, for instance in P1, in
accordance with the considerations made for Figure 13.

 

Figure 17. Extract of the BOQ of the floor element for CSB showing how the reuse target has an

impact on the circularity indicator.

3.3. Circularity Score Calculated in Accordance with Level(s)

3.3.1. Case Study A (CSA)

The calculations of the CI L.2.4 according to Level(s) revealed a score ranging from
62% to 82% at the materials level, from 91% to 96% at the parts level, from 90% to 100% at
the elements level, and 100% at the assemblies level (Figure 18).

 

Figure 18. CSA results for the Level(s) L.2.4 circularity indicator.

The graph depicted in Figure 19 shows that Wall Type 1 to 5 elements presented the
worst-performing L2.4 values overall, whereas the elements Roof Type 2 and Floor Type 1
showed the best.
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Figure 19. Overall circularity performance according to Level(s) indicator L.2.4 (CSA).

3.3.2. Case Study B (CSB)

For CSB, the calculation of the performance indicator L2.4 in accordance with the
Level(s) protocol yielded values from 73% to 83% at the materials level, from 91% to 96% at
the parts level, and 100% for the assemblies and elements levels (Figure 20).

 

Figure 20. Circularity scoring by level of disassembly hierarchy Level(s) 2.4.

Wall Type 1 to 5 scored poorly in terms of circularity when the raw materials were
sought to be separated at end-of-life, whereas their circularity performance lined up with
the other elements at higher disassembly hierarchies (Figure 21).

The graphical representations in Figures 20 and 21 align with the findings described
in Section 3.2, highlighting a consistent trend in circularity scoring across different levels
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of hierarchy. Specifically, both figures demonstrate a progressive decrease in circularity
scoring as we moved from the assemblies level to the materials level. Furthermore, the
graphs illustrate that the circularity scoring remained relatively consistent within each level
of hierarchy. This means that, within a specific hierarchy (e.g., assemblies or materials, etc.),
the variations in circularity performance among different elements were relatively minimal.

 

Figure 21. Overall circularity performance according to Level(s) indicator L.2.4 (CSB).

3.4. Circularity Score According to MCI

3.4.1. Case Study A (CSA)

The MCI scoring returned a range between 67% and 78% at the materials level, from
87% to 96% at the parts level, from 93% to 100% at the elements level, and 100% at the
assemblies level (Figure 22).

ff

ff

 

Figure 22. Circularity scoring by level of disassembly hierarchy MCI (CSA).
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The MCI performance of Wall Type 1 to 5, Roof Type 1, and Roof Type 2 was higher at the
parts level than at the elements level. The lowest-performing element overall was Wall Type
2 (Figure 23).

 

Figure 23. Overall circularity performance calculated in accordance with MCI for (CSA).

The reason why some elements scored higher at the parts level rather than at the
element level is discussed in the last section.

3.4.2. Case Study B (CSB)

For CSB, the MCI assessment method yielded circularity values ranging from 73% to
74% at the materials level, from 89% to 94% for the parts level, 100% for the elements level,
and 100% for the assemblies level, as shown in Figures 24 and 25.

 

Figure 24. MCI by disassembly hierarchy for CSB.
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Figure 25. Circularity performance of MCI for CSB.

The worst-performing element overall was Floor Type 1, and the best was Wall Type 5
(Figure 25). However, the difference was minimal and the results were rather homogeneous
at each hierarchy.

4. Discussion

The findings of this study highlight the importance of considering different disassem-
bly scales and hierarchies when approaching circularity in architectural design. In both the
MCI and Level(s) methods, the impact of structural connectivity and the overall circularity
strategy underlying the building design are considered indirectly. By restricting the focus
on a materials-based approach, the protocols interpret the degree of disassembly as a form
of embodied circularity of the materials affected by each type of connection. However,
the protocols can be scaled to provide circularity metrics in accordance with the hierarchy
of disassembly. In fact, Design for Disassembly (DfD) encompasses the implementation
of circularity at various scales, including materials, parts, elements, and assemblies, with
the materials level representing the lowest level of organisation in a building. Therefore,
designing circularity at this level only disregards the higher hierarchies. In a timber frame
panel where studs, beams, and OSB panels are connected using nails and sealant, separation
of these materials for reuse would result in a low circularity score due to the irreversible
damage caused by connections with a low degree of disassembly. However, if the entire
element, i.e., the timber frame panel, is reused without separating the materials, the circu-
larity score would be higher, as no material is lost during the reuse process. This simple
scenario is indicative of the importance of recognising that a circularity design based solely
on the separation of materials may not fully capture the diverse disassembly strategies
employed by designers. Within the same building, different circularity scores may emerge
when implementing circularity at the assemblies, elements, parts, or materials level, as
demonstrated by this study. Considering these factors, it is necessary to disentangle the
impact of DfD strategies on circularity scoring to enable meaningful comparisons of dif-
ferent DfD solutions within the same project, regardless of the bill of materials involved.
The results presented in the previous sections clearly show a variability of the circularity
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indicators related to the connections implemented at each level of disassembly. Depending
on the envisioned reuse scenario at the end of the building’s life, at least four circularity
performance indicators can be calculated, as anticipated in Figure 8. When the hierarchy is
assemblies > elements > parts > materials, the results show that generally the higher the
hierarchy (i.e., assembly) the higher the circularity score and, by extension, that ACS > ECS
> PCS > MCS. The aforementioned correspondence is partially confirmed by the results for
some items scored.

In fact, the results from MCI and L2.4 for CSA returned higher scoring at the parts
(PCS) over the element level (ECS) for some items. In CSA, the presence of higher density
of irreversible or partially reversible connections at the hierarchy of elements determined
a lower circularity performance at this level, whereas the high density of reversible con-
nections at the hierarchy of parts determined a PCS higher than the ECS. This constitutes
evidence of the dependency of the CI on the connectivity strategy at each hierarchy. The
study, despite this aspect, shows that, invariantly of the metric used, there is clearly a
variability of the CI independent of the deconstruction hierarchy. It is then worth raising
the point of the importance of the structural strategy and, specifically, the deconstruction
strategy, at the early stage of the architectural design (the reference here is to RIBA stages 0,
1, and 2 (UK) and the Italian equivalent preliminary design stage).

In the context of concept design, utilizing Level(s) as the primary protocol for evaluat-
ing circularity offers significant advantages due to its minimal assumptions and straight-
forward structure. However, MCI is better suited for later design stages, when more
detailed information is known in terms of procurement and waste management. There is
an opportunity to explore the potential of combining the strengths of MCI and Level(s) to
create a comprehensive yet simplified approach that supports the early implementation of
circularity in design. This could involve integrating the concept of disassembly hierarchy
from Level(s) and applying the methodology of MCI, resulting in a hybrid assessment
method. Although this idea was partially applied in this study, further methodical formali-
sation of this method represents a possible long-term outcome of this research. This study
emphasises the importance of considering different disassembly scales when approaching
circularity in design. Circular architectural concept design should be expressed through a
set of circularity performance indicators associated with each disassembly hierarchy to be
comprehensive and fit for discussion.

An approach of this kind enhances flexibility and freedom of choice in terms of
structural arrangement, modularity, and space flexibility, enabling a broader range of
materials to be considered for circular strategies, providing extensive information for the
development of the design at different scales. It also offers the opportunity to compare
strategies (Figure 26) rather than materials when it comes to DfD and empowers a more
comprehensive quantitative design of circularity to the widest range of options. The
comparison of the four hierarchies using a spider web diagram of the weighted average of the
results obtained can be used as an early-stage design tool to compare alternative options
of the same building or diverse building typologies (Figure 27). In that case, the overall
connectivity strategy concept for CSB showed better performances than CSA according
to the results of L2.4 and MCI. However, the diagrams also show that the advantage of
CSB over CSA is associated with two main reuse scenarios, materials and elements. It can
be inferred, however, that for reuse of parts and assemblies (for this scenario the building is
reused without being deconstructed) the designs are interchangeable, and other metrics
(LCA, LCC) would take the lead in the decision-making process.
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Figure 26. Diagrammatic representation of the architectural concept design approach based on the
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Figure 27. Weighted average comparison of the case studies according to L2.4 (a) and MCI (b).

By examining the hierarchy of disassembly, materials with limited inherent circularity
can still contribute to virtuous circular loops through intended reuse strategies at the end
of their life, even in the presence of irreversible bonding.

The conclusions can be draw and summarised as follows:

1. The integration of Design for Disassembly (DfD) principles into the architectural
concept design stage encourages designers to consider different scales of the building
beyond just the materials used.

2. The Material Circularity Indicator (MCI) and Level(s) circularity assessment protocols
can be effectively adapted to a hierarchical approach to implementing DfD in architec-
tural design. Despite some differences, they can be employed at the concept-design
stage as decision-making tools.
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3. Circularity indicators may vary at different scales or hierarchies, highlighting the
importance of considering multiple levels of disassembly in circularity assessments.

4. The hierarchies of disassembly are closely related to the end-of-life strategy of a
building, emphasising the significance of considering the entire life cycle in circular
design.

5. Consideration of end-of-life scenarios should be addressed in the concept-design
stage.

6. For a comprehensive and flexible approach to conceptualising circularity in architec-
tural design, the four main hierarchies (materials, parts, elements, assemblies) should
be considered.

7. A concept design based on the hierarchy of disassembly enables the integration
of materials with limited inherent circularity into virtuous circular loops through
strategic reuse, even in the presence of irreversible bonding.

8. The implementation of circularity disrupts the standard approach to concept design
and necessitates the consideration of construction technology from the early stages
of design development, with consequent requirements of design effort, time, and
resources.

Moving forward, the reader should have noticed that this paper presents findings
associated with two case studies, both modular, and developed to the highest extent of
circularity. Therefore, future development of this research is going to be an extension of
the sample of case studies to a larger number and to examine non-modular buildings to
confirm the approach presented and capture a wider range of circularity scores that could
strengthen its validity. The study will proceed with the assessment and scoring of buildings
of a heterogeneous nature of the structural typology and materials used but that have been
designed with specific attention to the implementation of DfD at all stages of the design.
From a longer-term perspective, this research raises questions regarding whether a similar
hierarchical approach could be adopted on existing or historical buildings and whether a
coherent and replicable design methodology can be drawn from that in order to provide
designers with tools and guidelines for the most effective and practical implementation
of circularity at various levels, different scales, and different heterogeneous architectural
contexts.
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